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Fast Heroes in Fast Cars: Tara Janzen’s Hot Rod Males
DOLLY SICKLES

I’ve got a great relationship with my car, a Nissan Altima I call Mrs. Gladys. Her
zippy 2.5 liter, 5-speed manual transmission gets me where I need to be, and fast.
And while I comfort myself with the fact she’s efficient, she’s no sleek Porsche
Cayman. But don’t tell her that.

My best friend in high school had a brother four years older than us, and she, her
brother and her father used to restore old hot rods. The ’68 Camaro was my favorite,
and I loved the sensation of unleashed power that flowed through my veins when I
was invited to tag along in those hot machines. Tied up in those memories is her
brother, with his long, heavy metal wild blonde hair that made him look like Roger
Daltrey (in the Tommy years). Wow. That memory is probably why I had such a
visceral reaction to Tara Janzen’s first title in her Steele Street series, Crazy Hot.

Everything about the book made me breathless, from the hot desert weather, to the
hot classic cars, to the hot alpha males plaguing the McKinney sisters. The setup is classic romance suspense: Regan
McKinney’s grandfather is missing, so she seeks out the one man who is sure to be able to find him— Quinn Younger. But
there’s much more than a formula.

Some of the most intriguing characters in Crazy Hot, and the Steele Street Garage series overall,
are the cars. And they’re written as sexy and aggressively as the men in the stories. Janzen’s
hotrods grumble and growl like beasts, her wording flies across the page, dragging your eyes and
your heart with it in a race to find out what happens next. It’s the literary equivalent of Steve
McQueen’s famous chase scene in Bullitt.

We’re introduced to Quinn’s classic Camaro, Jeanette, early on:

Jeanette.

That’s what he called his ugly car. Jeanette.

…
Her [Regan] eyes flew open, and her arms shot out to either side, her hands clinging to whatever she
could find to hold on to—the door panel on her right, and the gear console on the left. The whole
freaking car was shaking and grumbling and growling. He pressed down on the gas, revving the
engine, and the growling turned into an out-and-out roar.

Holy Mother of God. Wilson’s Dodge hadn’t sounded or felt anything like this.

Eyes wide, knuckles white, she looked at Quinn and wasn’t the least bit reassured to find him frowning at a gauge. Something
was wrong. He revved the engine again, and the resulting surge of power poured through her from the tips of her toes up the
length of her spine.

She felt like she was riding a rocket. Jeanette was a beast—all ugly on the outside and pure animal from the rims up.

…
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Satisfied with the working of the gauge, he began inching the car out of the barn. Like a prowling tiger, the Camaro crawled
across the dusty floor. A whole new fear took hold of her.

…

One hundred and twenty and oh, shit … they were flying Jeanette low to the road, roaring, the beast unleashed.

Jeanette features prominently throughout the story. She’s their means of escape and their means of safety. She provides the
setting for the growing tension and desire between Quinn and Regan, and is the backdrop for sexy interludes. It makes sense
when you learn the very reason Regan met Quinn nearly a decade before was because his punishment for stealing cars was
spending time at her grandfather’s archaeological dig in Rabbit Valley.

Quinn’s colleague and friend, Kid Chronopolous—known appropriately as Kid Chaos—is in charge of keeping Regan’s sister,
Nikki, safe. Kid Chaos drives a Porsche he calls Nadine that he “bought off a guy who had her in Panama during Noriega’s
regime.” Nadine is partially armored and stealth-like, with flat black paint and no visible chrome. When he’s dispatched to
collect and protect Nikki, Nadine proves her own badass value in a scene that gave me gray hair.

He pushed Nadine even harder, screaming around the curves, looking for those extra few seconds to put them out of sight when
they hit the passing lane and made the turn. The acceleration was enough to hammer his point home. Out of the corner of his
eye, he saw her duck down.

He checked the rearview again, and when it came up blank, nothing but black, he readied himself and down-shifted. Then the
white lines of the passing lane started slipping beneath the Porsche, and he executed the maneuver like a fucking Duke of
Hazzard. Nadine spun around, tires squealing, brakes burning. Kid hit the lights, slammed her into first, sidled her up to the
canyon wall, and lay there, catching his breath and lurking on the narrow shoulder of the road in the dark.
…
“Hold on,” he warned as they flew up a small rise. At the top, one look proved the straightway was clear of traffic. He didn’t
hesitate. With the flip of a bright-red switch on the console, he unleashed a ten-pound bottle of nitrous oxide into Nadine’s
carburetor—and they disappeared down the road in a rocket blast of power.

As an adult, Quinn is different; he’s complicated, rougher around the edges—more aggressive. And he’s a bona-fide American
Hero, canonized forever as one of People Magazine’s Most Beautiful People. But with all of that, he’s flesh and blood, and
human. “Recovering” from his wounds at the beginning is more a fact on paper than any true physical restriction on his lively
character. Oh, man, what would it be like to roar down a desert highway at 120 MPH with a hero like that?

What elements in a romance, other than fast cars and alpha men, make you breathless?

P.S.: The next story in the series is about a righteous dude they call “Superman.” Bet you can’t wait to read that one.

1968 Camaro image from Musclecross.com

 

Dolly Sickles is a Southerner with a lifelong penchant for storytelling. Her Secret Squirrel identity is Dolly Sickles, but she also
writes romance as Becky Moore, and in the spring of 2012, her first children’s book will be published as Dolly Dozier. She’s an
avid reader of all literature, but she takes refuge in the romance genre, where despite the most grandiose, exhilarating, strange,
and unlikely plot that’s out there, every story has a happy ending.
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Tinderbox by Rachel Grant

Rachel Grant’s New Flashpoint Series Is Off with a Bang
DOLLY SICKLES

Reading Rachel Grant’s books is like being in the middle of an Indiana Jones movie.
Only, in her stories Indy is a heroine, and Miriam is a soldier. Since Grant, herself, is an
archaeologist, her plots always include badass science—but they also weave in exotic
settings and sexy suspense. And in this new Flashpoint series, she incorporates even
more of a healthy dose of adventure.

In Tinderbox, we meet Dr. Morgan Adler and Master Sergeant Pax Blanchard. Morgan’s
work on a dig in the Djibutian dessert is already dangerous enough, just by geopolitical
standards; but when you add in her desperate race from a dig to the closest military base
… with a stolen artifact in the trunk … all bets are off. Poor Pax, acting on a tip-off about
an en route with a “message” from said Warlord, has no choice but to detain Morgan.
Out in the field, choices are made quickly or hesitation can mean death—whether the
choice is being made by an archaeologist or a soldier.

Djibouti hovered on the edge of a flashpoint. The country was no place for anyone who
couldn’t grasp that. It was a massive tinderbox, baking in the sun. One tiny piece of glass
catches the light just right, and the region would be engulfed in flames.

That is both literal and figurative. Morgan is working with the Djiboutian and Ethopian
governments to assess a pair of planned routes for expanding the Ethiopian railways.

Added to that are the United States and China, both governments with interest in the project's—and her—success. All was going
well until the New World archaeologist unearthed a find as big as Lucy the Australopithecus, and found herself performing
more paleoanthropologist duties in the field. And then she caught the attention of the area’s biggest Warlord, Etefu Desta.
Nobody needs that.

“Etefu Desta controls this land. Everything you find here is his.”

When Morgan finds a threatening letter, she grabs a key piece from the dig site and hauls ass toward Camp Citron, the local
Navy base. Fortunately, Pax and his teammate, Cassius Callahan, stopped her two miles out to investigate their tip. Things were
wonky from the beginning, because they were expecting a man, but quickly escalated when Cal found a bomb under the gas
tank. The soldiers had no idea she was carting precious cargo.

“Grabbing crap from the car was a risk I wasn’t willing to take.”

“But I was,” she said.

I couldn’t leave you. In going back for whatever it was you wanted to save, you risked my life too.” His voice hardened. “I’m not
okay with that, Dr. Adler.”

Her jaw snapped shut. All at once she deflated.

Once the action starts, it doesn’t slow down. Pax discovers from the beginning that Morgan is no wilting lily of a woman. She’s
beautiful, yes, but she’s got a foul mouth, is brave and doesn’t crack under pressure. It’s like kindling to the banked desire
burning in his gut. Morgan, on the other hand, has never been interested in dating soldiers. Being the daughter of an Army
general who wanted a child to follow in his footsteps put her onto more cerebral kinds of men. Until Pax.
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8 Romantic Suspense Novels Packing Heat

Just once she wanted to date a guy who was as pro-testosterone as he was pro-estrogen.

She is determined to see her project through to the end, while maintaining control herself rather than handing it over to the
military to oversee. But that means that while Pax oversees her security, she’s off-limits to him. Plus, his commanding officer
has warned him away from the good doctor.  But the more time they spend together, the closer they get to a flashpoint.

Every moment they spent together was like the ocean after a large quake, before the tsunami. Slowly, the tide pulled the water
out, but eventually, that wave would come in. The longer it took for the water to retreat, the bigger the wave would be.

With Etefu hot on her heels, the railway deadline looming overhead, and the simmering attraction between her and Pax,
Morgan is the very embodiment of a flashpoint.

The political situation in Djibouti isn’t the only tinderbox here…   

***

Learn more about or order a copy of Tinderbox by Rachel Grant, available now:

 

 

 

 

Dolly Sickles is a Southerner with a
lifelong penchant for storytelling. Her
Secret Squirrel identity is Dolly
Sickles, but she also writes romance

as Becky Moore, and this year her first children’s book will be published as Dolly Dozier. She’s an avid reader of all literature,
but she takes refuge in the romance genre, where despite the most grandiose, exhilarating, strange, and unlikely plot that’s out
there, every story has a happy ending.
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Deadly Silence by Rebecca Zanetti

F I R S T  L O O K  R E V I E W S  | N E W  R E L E A S E S

First Look: Rebecca Zanetti Deadly Silence (October 4, 2016)
DOLLY SICKLES

Rebecca Zanetti
Deadly Silence (Blood Brothers #1)
Forever / October 4, 2016 / $10.99 print, $5.99 digital

If it were the 1960s and Rebecca Zanetti was taking the stage with The Beatles for
the Ed Sullivan Show, I would be the loudest, screaming-est fangirl in the middle of
the front row. That’s how excited I was to start reading Deadly Silence, first in the
new Blood Brothers series by my girl, Zanetti.

I’ve enjoyed her foray into more paranormal storylines, and I loved the first two
installations of her post-apocalyptic Scorpius Syndrome series … but this? Deadly
Silence harkens back to her super-successful Sin Brothers saga about the Dean
Brothers, with secretive psychotherapy and military testing, supersoldiers, and
intuitive lifestyles that scream “stay the fuck away from me.”

We are introduced to twelve-year-old Ryker Jones, struggling to keep his sanity and
safety in another horrendous foster home situation, and its owner, Ned Cobb. It’s
hard enough to look out for number one, but between his protective streak his
yearning for some semblance of family, he finds himself bound to two of his foster
brothers: Heath and Denver.

Whatever he’d done in a past life to deserve this must’ve been really bad. A dark need to fight back, to hurt the adults running his
life, slithered inside him, and it wasn’t the first time, so he probably deserved hell.

But something told him the younger kid fighting the three bullies on the edge of the dirt field didn’t deserve this beat down. Or
maybe Ryker was just tired of the wrong guys winning every time.

This notion of family is a strong current running through Zanetti’s worlds. It drives the motivation for her main characters, and
it explains their fearless willingness to go to bat for one another.

From day one, Ryker was all in or all out, and he didn’t know how to be another way.

As adults, Ryker, Heath and Denver have evolved into an even tighter family unit, bound together as blood brothers—a bond
stronger than if the blood running through their veins was the same. In their collective search to find their real families, they’ve
opened up The Lost Bastards Investigative Agency. It’s quickly obvious that the quest for heritage and the need for family aren’t
the only remarkable traits of this trio.

All three of them had special gifts, ones they’d never been able to explain, and if they were going to be freaks, then why the hell
shouldn’t they save people? Why did bad guys win and good people die?

Zara Remington has been having an affair with Ryker for the last two months. The Lost Bastards are in town tracking down a
serial killer when her law firm contracts him for investigative work. And that was all she wrote: “He was every vision of a
badass bad boy she’d ever fantasized about.”
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Finding the Balance: Types of Romantic Suspense to Get Your Heart Racing

September 2016 Romance New Releases

For a while, the casual approach had worked. But then she started cooking dinner for him, and for a lost boy with no family, it
represented hearth and home … and their relationship began to slowly evolve. The first realization Zara has is when she’s called
in the middle of the night to retrieve Ryker from a bar fight. Her number being the only one programmed in the phone.

“We’re not dating. It’s casual, which is what we both wanted, but I think it’s getting a little odd, you know? We have to either go
forward or stop, and neither one of us is willing to go forward.”

Relationships are scary. It’s hard to take that leap of faith to show your cards and make your heart vulnerable. And nobody
would understand that more than a man who forged a family out of fellow foster kids. But when Zara finds herself in the middle
of a divorce case gone wrong with clients of her firm, Ryker bulldozes right on past that line of self-preservation.

Naturally, danger is a strong motivator. As it turns out, the Jones boys left their foster home under questionable circumstances
and have been on the run from Ned Cobb’s brother, the Sheriff. Sheriff Cobb was a malicious son of a bitch, and a constant,
abusive presence at the foster home, who kept the boys under constant scrutiny. Also present to periodically test and observe
the trio was Sylvia Daniels, who had her own sadistic streak.

When the Lost Bastards computers are hacked, a kid named Greg shows up demanding help in tracking down a malicious bitch
of a doctor who’s part of a covert military operation with a man they refer to as The Commander.

I know, right! OMG, this is like the Sin Brothers 2.0! As it turns out, the Dean brothers are not the only guinea pigs born to the
supersoldier-test tube-genetic-manipulator Dr. Isobel Madison—but (so far, at least) they are the only ones outside of a military
complex! When last we saw Dr. Madison, she was on the run after a huge smackdown of a battle that finally broke the restraints
on the Dean brothers. Clearly, she wasn’t killed and in the six years since, has continued to run her genetic and psychological
experiments. Imagine their surprise when recognition kicks in.

The guy held out a hand and slowly reached up to rip off his mask while the other guy did the same. Similar bone structure,
angled faces, deep gray eyes. They looked alike. “Who are you?” he snapped.

The armed guy studied him, his gaze intense. “If I had to guess I’d say we’re family.”

Zanetti is a master at weaving together four tension-filled, substantial storylines—Heath’s serial killer, Greg’s search for Dr.
Madison, the Jones boys fleeing from Sheriff Cobb, and Zara’s murder charge—while never losing focus on the central love story
between Zara and Ryker. Though there are a lot of characters introduced (and re-visited), Zanetti’s timeline isn’t confusing or
overwhelming. She sets up a fast pace and lays the groundwork for what promises to be another exciting suspense series.

Unlike other series that rely on past characters saving the day every time, I enjoyed the involvement of the Dares. It’s realistic. I
mean, why would a crazy-assed doctor mixing DNA and supersoldier genetics, setting up military training programs and
compounds, just stop after three little boys are born?

Budget your time, readers, because this is one that’s hard to put down.

***

Learn more about or pre-order a copy of Deadly Silence by Rebecca Zanetti, available
October 4, 2016:

 

 

 

Dolly Sickles is a Southerner with a
lifelong penchant for storytelling. Her
Secret Squirrel identity is Dolly Sickles,
but she also writes romance as Becky

Moore, and this year her first children’s book will be published as Dolly Dozier. She’s an avid reader of all literature, but she
takes refuge in the romance genre, where despite the most grandiose, exhilarating, strange, and unlikely plot that’s out there,
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Shannon McKenna’s Hot Mess Heroes
DOLLY SICKLES

“You don’t apologize much, do you?”
His eyebrow twitched. “Is it so obvious? I’m just being honest. When I’ve got you in bed, I don’t
care about what’s polite. I go straight for the prize.”

I read Detective Jon Amendola’s scintillating rebuttal a couple of years ago on a flight to
Toronto, and I can remember wanting to stand up and wave my hand, frantically, yelling
“I’m a prize! I’m a prize!” But since my husband has always known that, and the fella who sat
across the aisle would’ve likely called the flight attendant over to administer sleeping aids, I
kept my cool.

That passage, along with the detective, is from one of Shannon McKenna’s novellas called
Anytime, Anywhere, and epitomizes one of the elements I love about her stories: a hot mess
hero. Yes, indeed, Detective Jon Amendola of the North Portland PD is a “tough, cynical,
foul-mouthed, funny, and flat-out, drop dead gorgeous” dude. By now, “hot mess” is part of
the mainstream colloquial, but in case you’re iffy on its meaning, Urban Dictionary defines it
as “when ones thoughts or appearance are in a state of disarray but they maintain an
undeniable attractiveness or beauty.”

Speaking as a card-carrying feminist and assertive gal, there’s no way in hell I would ever consider one of McKenna’s hot
messes as a viable mate—be it for an hour, a hot affair, or a lifetime commitment. But my reader-self would challenge Gloria
Steinem to read these men as anything other than captivating … scorching … and as addictive as crack.

There’s something so utterly sexy in these characters that are strong and capable, genius-smart and perceptive, yet complete
dolts when it comes to figuring out they’re in love. Lots of romances have clueless alpha men, but McKenna writes them with
such hyperbolic abandon. Her guys don’t even feign ignorance about their stubbornness. They revel in it. (As do I.)

One of the best ways to track McKenna’s hot messes is through the McCloud series. This is a whole family of damn, but it’s a hot
family of damn. Over the course of the series, we get an intimate knowledge of brain-washing and psychological manipulation
with a recurring villainous syndicate. They’re over-the-top, too, which makes them extra fun to read. But the McCloud brothers
aren’t off their rockers with their conspiracy theories; no ma’am. They’ve experienced the malevolence firsthand.

Let’s track a pattern of these controlling, exhausting, earthy sex gods and the women who ensnare them. McKenna’s narrative is
not unlike some of Hollywood’s iconic movies that generate the best lines. Think Uncle Buck (“Buck Melanoma … Moley
Russel’s wort.”), Blazing Saddles (“ ‘Scuse me while I whip this out.”), The Princess Bride (“Hello. My name is Inigo Montoya.
You killed my father. Prepare to die.”), Star Wars (“May the force be with you.”), and Gone with the Wind (“Frankly my dear, I
don’t give a damn.”). She must have great fun writing these guys who are always on the edge of sanity and self-control.

Behind Closed Doors

Seth was a millimeter away from losing it. The only way to hold his emotions together was to kiss her, with all of himself. All his
desperate hunger. Need pounded through his body, but he held it back, trying to express with his kiss everything that was so
impossible to say. His anger and grief and confusion, his growing awareness of how important she was to him. How much that
awed and terrified him.
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Standing in the Shadows

He should be relieved that Erin’s mystery client checked out, but the ghost hand was squeezing
his throat even harder. His instincts had never played him false before—but he’d never been in
such a fucked-up state before, either. Even Sean and Davy thought he was going off the deep
end. That made him feel so alone.
But he couldn’t let it go. Not if Erin was at stake.

Out of Control

He wanted her to trust him.
He wanted to know all her secrets, but he wanted her trust even more. She was the type that
would never forgive a guy for reading her diary behind her back. He tucked the journal back
into the place where he’d found it and dropped the board carefully back into place.

He got up and backed away, feeling cornered and confused. As is he deserved her trust, after
picking her lock and prowling through her house. Hypocritical, waffling idiot. He’d gone

through her utility bills and rifled her underwear drawer, and he balked at her diary?
Nothing he did today made any sense.

Edge of Midnight

Keep it together. Impulse control. Actions have consequences.
The endless stern lectures from his father and brothers had clubbed into his head looped in his brain in a chaotic babble of
mental noise.
. . .
The something’s-not-right feeling was swelling, bigger and badder. Fire ants in his head. Itching and twitching. What T-Rex
said? Burning in the fire of his passion. Our union will be explosive.

There’s something addictive about these sexy bad boys with penchants for temper tantrums. It’s also refreshing how McKenna
tips the balance of hysteria for us with these McCloud men since it’s typically women who are painted as emotional basket
cases.

And there’s a new McCloud story releasing September 24, Fatal Strike. It’s not a McCloud brother, but you can predict the hero
will be just as hot—and messy—as the examples above.

 

Dolly Sickles is a Southerner with a lifelong penchant for storytelling. Her Secret Squirrel identity is Dolly Sickles, but she also
writes romance as Becky Moore, and this year her first children’s book will be published as Dolly Dozier. She’s an avid reader of
all literature, but she takes refuge in the romance genre, where despite the most grandiose, exhilarating, strange, and unlikely
plot that’s out there, every story has a happy ending.

contemporary, suspense
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Perfect Weapon by Amy J. Fetzer

Perfect Weapon by Amy J. Fetzer

The Laws of Attraction: 3 Romance Novels That Prove Science is Sexy
DOLLY SICKLES

Garrison Keillor said “Beauty isn’t worth thinking about; what’s important is your
mind. You don’t want a fifty-dollar haircut on a fifty-cent head.” I think he’s on to
something, because intelligence is sexy.

Everyone’s heard of hormones and pheromones, facts and data … and the law of
attraction sort of defines itself. But have you considered Newton’s three laws of
motion? Let me lay a little scientific methodology on you. The first states that an
object in motion stays in motion unless acted upon by an outside force. In romance,
once our hero sets his sights on his lady love (or vice versa), the motion is set. The
second law of motion establishes a connection between an object’s mass and its
acceleration. The third law states rather simply that for every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction. When you kiss me, I kiss you back. Toni Anderson touches on
an important aspect of science in Edge of Survival.

“Daniel Fox was trying to derail her train of thought with his humor and intimidate her
with his lack of modesty, but she was hardly a prude. He was manipulating her. She
felt hot and sticky and knew it wasn’t her blood sugar going haywire. It was basic
biology making her chest tighten and her blood pound.”

Good romances make you smile; great romances make science happen.

Here are three of my favorite authors who regularly delve into that intelligence
quotient that bridge my younger self, who wanted to be Jacques Cousteau when I

grew up, with my adult self, who loves to read and write romance. Put your thinking caps on; I think you’ll like these!

Perfect Weapon by Amy J. Fetzer

Sarin is a man-made toxin used in chemical warfare, that is colorless, odorless and fast-acting. Depending on how a person is
exposed to sarin, the reaction can be swift and painful and ultimately result in death. And it’s the basis for one of my top ten
romantic suspenses—which, as usual, starts with a little government secrecy and coverup. Dr. Sydney Hale is working in a
secret underground government lab to develop an implosion bomb that will mark and neutralize sarin in the air, along with an
antidote for exposure. Her luck changes when she goes topside for a breath of fresh air and to celebrate success, and returns to
the lab to find it under attack by masked gunmen. Barely escaping, she makes it back to the surface and flees through the
woods. Marine Jack Wilson is also on the mountainside with three of his men, thinning out deer herds. When he spots Syd
running through the woods in a skirt and bloody shirt—with gunmen chasing her—he intervenes. The chase is on as Jack
searches for the people who killed his men on the mountainside, Syd runs for her life, and a CIA agent named Gabe Cisco
follows the sarin vials (that he suspects Syd stole, for lack of better intel). Nothing is as it seems, and though Jack has super
badass top government clearance and is no dummy, he is constantly humbled by Syd’s spectacular intelligence.

“Why don’t you start with what’s up there?”

“A billion dollar research and development project six hundred feet below the surface.”

He’d figured it was something like that. You don’t drop a woman with her kinds of smarts in the middle of nowhere without a
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Covert Evidence by Rachel Grant

Edge of Survival by Toni Anderson

damn good reason. “What are you developing?”

“Countermeasures for Sarin gas.”

He frowned. “There isn’t any, except MOP for hazmat gear and atropine.”

“There is now.”

. . .

He grinned. “Your brain is amazing.”

She didn’t blush, but made a face. “I studied to get it, Jack.”

He leaned in, slid his hand along her jaw and into her hair. “Yeah, but it’s a turn-on.” He kissed her and she moaned deliciously.

“I think anything would turn you on, Marine.”

“I got a thing for women with big brains.”

Covert Evidence by Rachel Grant

Rachel Grant is my go-to for romantic suspense. Her stories are always smart, her
characters richly drawn, and the locations exciting. Covert Evidence is no different—
it even has references to Lawrence of Arabia (the OG British Army officer, not Peter
O’Toole). Cressida Porter is an underwater archaeologist who is working on a project
in Eastern Turkey. She’s found a way to piggyback a Lidar survey she’s planning on
ancient illicit trade routes in Kurdish territory, but it requires her to rely on local
guides for translation and social proprieties. She gets duped by a man supposed to
be her translator, and now she’s on Ian Boyd’s radar because she’s now the unwitting
courier for a microchip. Ian is CIA, suspicious, and determined to intercept a
microchip before terrorists can grab it from Cressida … and likely kill her. He
accepted a long time ago that the comforts of American life weren’t for him.
Especially a woman like Cress.

“What can you tell me about this area?”

She shrugged. “Not much. My research into the terrestrial archaeology of Turkey is
relatively recent. My specialty is underwater.”

His brows lowered. “Yeah. I was wondering about that. What the hell is an underwater
archaeologist doing studying the landlocked borders of Turkey?”

She really didn’t want to get into the hows and whys with him. She’d had enough
trouble with the dissertation committee. “Trade routes on land are a strong influence on the water routes. And the illicit routes
even more so.” She plopped down onto the hard ground with a water bottle in hand and leaned against the slope of the hill. “If
you find where the secret route meets the sea, you’ll find the smugglers’ ships. The pirates. It’s all connected.”

Ian shrugged. “It’s no different from the modern drug trade—a water route is no good if you can’t sneak the drugs on shore
or over the border.”

“Exactly.”

Edge of Survival by Toni Anderson

Dr. Cameran Young is the lead biologist on an Environment Impact Assessment
team to determine the future of a mining project in Northern Canada. It’s a rough
area in an isolated wilderness, which means rough terrain and tough men. When a
local woman turns up brutally murdered in the bathroom of a local bar, speculation
runs rampant. Not only has Cam spent her life battling her diabetes and railing
against the assistance people around her want to bestow on her, she repeatedly has
to prove her worth as a scientist. Good thing she’s competent and doesn’t spook
easily—otherwise she would be dead in the water. I love the romance and the
suspense in Edge, but I really like the inside psyche we glimpse of an intelligent
scientist, who’s a woman.
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Cam stepped into the shallow water, slipping over boulders and skull-sized rocks
toward the fish-trap in the center of the river.

Arctic char swam out of the river and into the sea when the ice melted in May. The fish
fed in the sea and then swam back upriver to spawn in July and August the same year.
Theoretically, Cam was supposed to be catching the ones heading back upriver to
spawn. Unfortunately, theoretical was all she’d caught.

. . .

“It’s George.” Blindly she patted the phone. “He’s on sick leave for at least six weeks.”
She raised her face, her green T-shirt bringing out the emerald in her eyes.

“And?”

“I have to start catching fish immediately if I’m to get this study up and running
because the mine company won’t wait till next summer to start the dam.” Her mouth
drooped  at the corners. “And all I have are Tommy and Katie, who don’t know char
from brook trout, and Vikki—“ she eyed him sharply, the skin around her eyes
tightening, “—who’s okay in a lab but in the field is too worried about cracking a nail to
—“ She cut herself off, dug the ends of her fingers into her temples. “Anyway, maybe
you’ll get your wish after all.”

“My wish?” He snorted. Christ, he hoped she wasn’t psychic.

“The one where I go home with my tail between my legs and do nothing but lab studies for the next thirty years. At least I’ll be
safe there … except—oh no! —my diabetes can attack me just as easily in a lab as in the field.” She thumped her fist flat against
the table.

I always love to get a glimpse of the Wizard behind the curtain; to go backstage at a theatrical production; to experience things
firsthand. Edge of Survival does it all. But best of all, it has one of the most romantic, swoon-worthy lines of all times: “I could
kiss you until the world stopped turning and it still wouldn’t be long enough.” You don’t have to be a scientist to know that’s a
long time.

***

Learn more about the books mentioned in this post: 

 

 

 

Dolly Sickles is a Southerner with a lifelong penchant for storytelling. Her Secret Squirrel identity is Dolly Sickles, but she also
writes romance as Becky Moore, and this year her first children’s book will be published as Dolly Dozier. She’s an avid reader of
all literature, but she takes refuge in the romance genre, where despite the most grandiose, exhilarating, strange, and unlikely
plot that’s out there, every story has a happy ending.
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Case in Point

Magic Johnson

Responsible Romance: The 30th Anniversary of World AIDS Day
DOLLY SICKLES

Any self-respecting romance reader will tell you that power is sexy.

Harlequin has a whole executive line of stories about the powerful, wealthy, influential chief
executive officer and his mistress/secretary/secret baby. They’re tried and true motif’s that are
always scandalous and shocking, and fun to read. And then there’s the mainstream media:

<< Need I say more?

But I want to talk about another kind of power today, on this 30th anniversary of World AIDS Day:
knowledge is power. And that power is sexy, too.

Romance authors and their publishing houses have shifted over the last decade to present responsible romance, which is a
smart, sexy trend. Reading about mindless, meaningless sex with a stranger who our heroine picks up in a bar on the middle of
a road trip with her best girlfriends is still just as exhilarating, impromptu and sexy when our powerful, well-endowed hero
whips out of his pants a … condom.

A seemingly simple action, yet one that saves lives. Most romance authors belong to the national writer’s guild, the Romance
Writers of America (RWA), who report that “romance fiction sales are estimated at $1.368 Billion for 2011,” and that “romance
fiction was the largest share of the U.S. consumer market in 2010 at 13.4 percent.” RWA also puts a lot of stock in its readers.
Did you know that “the core of the romance fiction market is 29 million regular readers,” or that “29 percent of Americans over
the age of 13 read a romance novel in 2008”?

That’s a pretty big captive audience. More to the point, that’s a pretty big captive audience with the probability of being sexually
active … one that reads and remembers and perhaps emulates at least some of the pieces of the character’s lives.

Remember I said before that knowledge is power? Well, I’m talking about socially conscientious knowledge of what the World
Health Organization calls “one of the world’s most significant public health challenges,” HIV/AIDS. 

Would you believe that the number of HIV infections is still on the rise, 30 years later? Several factors
contribute to the rise here in the United States, but one of the most influential is the better class of
medications that allow individuals living with HIV disease to live longer, healthier lives. The most
famous and most visible case of healthy, happy, successful HIV positive living is Magic Johnson, who
announced 20 years ago that he was HIV positive. Last night, though, he appeared on CNN’s Piers
Morgan show to remind folks that AIDS is still prevalent.

In fact, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that 1.2 million people in the United
States are living with HIV infection. The White House published a National HIV/AIDS Strategy for the
United States to help determine a plan to deal with this communicable disease that can affect every
single person. Everywhere.

HIV/AIDS has been part of my lexicon for so many years, though, that all of this is regular conversation at my house. My father-
in-law was on the development team for the first HIV drug, AZT, in the early 1980s, and I spent the last four years working as a
grant writer and public affairs officer for an ASO (AIDS Service Organization). The epidemiology reports and statistics I
memorized and used as a sharp sword made me so sad, and I found great solace in the hopeful, happy endings of romance
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Tell It to the Marines by Amy J. Fetzer

books.

But most of you are smart, savvy romance readers who see that regardless of who our characters are intimate with, or how
many partners they have at any given time, condoms are part of the action (for the most part). But do you know why? Here’s a
quickie HIV/AIDS 101 to remind you that even through the veil of fantasy and escapism in the romance genre, its authors still
have a social responsibility:

HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) infects cells of the immune system and destroys or impairs their function,
making it hard for the body to fend off infections and diseases.
AIDS (Acquired immune deficiency syndrome) is the most advanced stages of HIV infection.
HIV can be transmitted five ways: through unprotected vaginal or anal sex; oral sex with an individual living with HIV;
during pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding from mother to baby; sharing needles; or transfusions of contaminated
blood.

Knowledge is power, and power is sexy. I like to think that when the sexy characters I’m reading about say to their partner, “I’m
clean,” it means that they’d gone to their local health department or doctor, had their regular battery of HIV/STD tests, and
were STD-free. It’s sort of like a little mental background script that passes quickly enough for me to read the passage smoothly
instead of stopping and wondering, “What the hell?” Think about how Sandra Bullock and Sylvester Stallone make love in
Demolition Man, with no fluid exchange. In that future, sex is safely in your brain … to which Sly says ‘no way.’

One of my favorite condom scenes is from Amy J. Fetzer’s novella, Hot Landing Zone, an
adventurous tale of Jake Mackenzie, who blames scientist Katherine Collier for getting them
stranded on a remote island.

“Look what I found,” she said, breathless.

He chiseled the point. “Buried treasure?”

“No, evidence that we aren’t alone.”

He looked up, shielding his eyes. She held up a long piece of pale rubber.

“It’s a … a—”

“Condom. I’m sure you’re familiar with them.”

Her cheeks brightened. “But how would this get here? Intact?”

“It’s mine.”

She blinked. “Yours?”

“We use them to keep moisture and dirt out of the machine gun and pistol barrels.”

She looked from the limp condom, to him, then back again. “Interesting.” She paused for a heart-beat, then said, “Do you have …
more?”

He choked on his breath. “Jesus, Katherine, don’t go there.”

I know this is a serious topic, but I thought that we could pause long enough to pay homage to the more than 33.3 million
people in the United States who have died from AIDS-related illness over the last three decades…and to remember that 1.2
million are still living with HIV infection. Their lives are healthier, longer and happier than ever before. That’s actually a reason
to celebrate today.

And remember that the romance books we read can be as sweet and romantic, or hot and sexy as we like, but with a bit of
responsibility to keep us honest. As an HIV educator, I would tell people in my community to practice safe sexual behaviors like
using condoms—every time. That knowledge is power, and knowing your HIV status makes you as powerful as Thor and Zeus
and Athena combined. That it’s your responsibility to be smart, safe and aware for yourself, your partner, your family, and for
your life.

And I challenge the romance industry to keep doing the same.
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